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Abstract 
Abstract: The activity of measuring and describing the impact of academic 
research is becoming increasingly important around the world. We need tools 
to measure research impact. Bibliometrics as a tool statistically analysis of 
publications. Bibliometrics has focused on the quantitative analysis of citations 
and citation counts which is complex. It is so complex and specialized that 
personal knowledge and experience are insufficient tools for understanding 
trends for making decisions. However, the reach of a publication can no longer 
be judged exclusively by the number of times it is cited. Because, we are now 
in the digital and sharing information age, academic conversations are as likely 
to be found on various academic social networks. So, we need new tools to 
measure the research impact. Altmetrics are new metrics proposed as 
alternatives to Impact Factor for journals and personal citation indexes like h-
index. Altmetrics attempts to use the online activity to measure impact, buzz, 
word of mouth for scientific information and it includes new ways to measure 
usage at the citation level.  
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Top 10 authors with the highest 
profile view counts on ResearchGate 
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Source: Martín-Martín, A., Orduna-Malea, E., Ayllón, J. M., & López-Cózar, E. D. (2016). The counting house, measuring those who count: Presence of 
Bibliometrics, Scientometrics, Informetrics, Webometrics and Altmetrics in Google Scholar Citations, ResearcherID, ResearchGate, Mendeley, & Twitter. 
EC3 Reseach Group: Evaluación de la Ciencia y de la Comunicación Científica Universidad de Granada and Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (Spain), In 
Progress,. doi:10.13140/RG.2.1.4814.4402 
March 2016 Top 100 Technology 
Experts to Follow on Twitter 
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Altmetric Ambassador of the Month:  
Nader Ale Ebrahim 
Our Ambassador of the Month for 
September is Nader Ale Ebrahim, a visiting 
research fellow at the University of Malaya. 
He has run over 100 workshops for 
researchers in Malaysia, and is considered 
an authority on research promotion 
practices and metrics tools. Learn more 
about what Nader has done so far as an 
Altmetric Ambassador on our blog. 
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Research Tools Mind Map 
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Measuring your research impact: Getting 
Started 
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From submission to sharing: the life 
cycle of an article 
• Phase 1: Conception and birth 
• Phase 2: Submission 
• Phase 3: Reviewers 
• Phase 4: Production and publication 
• Phase 5: Dissemination and archiving 
– The article is published, but its life cycle isn’t 
yet complete. In this phase, dissemination can 
start; sharing the Share Links article helps 
increase readership and make it more visible.  
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Source: https://www.elsevier.com/reviewers-update/home/featured-article/from-submission-to-sharing-the-life-cycle-of-an-article 
Research impact 
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• # of and value of Grants awarded   
• # of awards (e.g. Nobel Prizes) 
• Peer evaluation 
• Publication counts 
• Citation counts/citation metrics  
• Citation metrics are one piece of  
the research performance puzzle. 
• Combination of factors 
• None of these measure works perfectly on its own, 
there are always anomalies and human judgment 
is required to interpret the results 
 
Funding data 
Citation data 
Awards/Honors 
Peer review 
Ann Kushmerick (2013), Using bibliometrics in research evaluation: An Introduction, Research Evaluation and Bibliometric Data, Thomson 
Reuters 
What it’s like being a researcher 
I like doing 
research! 
Are you doing anything 
interdisciplinary? 
What were your 
recent publications? 
Where did you 
publish them? 
Is the data 
open too? 
How did you 
pay the APC? 
Where is your 
Research heading? 
Are they Open 
Access? 
Was it well 
received? 
Did it have any 
impact? 
How many grants have 
you applied for so far? 
How many grant applications 
were successful? 
How are you going to sustain 
your grant income profile? 
Where is your grant 
money? 
What did you do with the 
grant income you received? 
How did you cost your 
overheads? 
Does it have an 
international 
dimension? 
Did it have any 
Impact? 
How many students 
are you teaching? 
How many students 
are you supervising? 
Did it make a 
spinoff? 
Does it have 
any IMPACT? 
What’s your next 
project? 
WILL IT HAVE ANY 
IMPACT? 
Source: Owen Roberson, Research Information Analyst (2015) Research Information and Analytics at Cambridge: Insight over measurement, 
Research Information Office, Academic Division 
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Research Impact Guide 
Source: http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/researchimpact 
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Source: http://altmetrics.org/manifesto/ 
Altmetrics  
Webometrics 
Cybermetrics 
Bibliometrics                               
      Scientometrics 
Informetrics 
Science of 
Science 
Bibliographies – 
largely 
references 
Alternative 
metrics – views, 
downloads, web 
citations, etc 
Web presence, 
visibility and 
impact – links, 
pages, 
documents 
Whole Internet, 
cyberspace 
Informetrics, scientometrics, bibliometrics, 
webometrics, cybermetrics and altmetrics 
Source: Onyancha, Omwoyo Bosire. "Can informetrics shape biomedical research? A case study of the HIV/AIDS research in sub-Saharan Africa 
1." Inkanyiso: Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences 6.1 (2014): 49-65. 
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Frequently Used Terms for Research 
Evaluation Metrics 
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Source: Das, A.-K. (2015). Research Evaluation Metrics. 7, place de Fontenoy, 75352 Paris 07 SP, France: United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 
Reasons for bibliometric studies 
• Understanding of patterns 
– discovery  of regularities, behavior 
– “order out of documentary chaos” [Bradford, 1948] 
• Analysis of structures & dynamics 
– discovery of connections, relations, networks 
– search for regularities - possible predictions 
• Discovery of impacts, effects 
• relation between entities & amounts of their various uses 
– providing support for making of decisions, policies 
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Source: https://comminfo.rutgers.edu/~tefko/Courses/e530/Lectures/Lecture09%20Bibliometric%20searching.ppt 
Major Citation Databases 
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Source: Das, A.-K. (2015). Research Evaluation Metrics. 7, place de Fontenoy, 75352 Paris 07 SP, France: United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 
A Comparison between Two Main Academic Literature 
Collections: Web of Science and Scopus Databases 
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Source: Aghaei Chadegani, Arezoo and Salehi, Hadi and Yunus, Melor Md and Farhadi, Hadi and Fooladi, Masood and Farhadi, Maryam and Ale Ebrahim, 
Nader, A Comparison between Two Main Academic Literature Collections: Web of Science and Scopus Databases (April 7, 2013). Asian Social Science, Vol. 
9, No. 5, pp. 18-26, April 27, 2013. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2257540 
Author Level Indicators 
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Source: Das, A.-K. (2015). Research Evaluation Metrics. 7, place de Fontenoy, 75352 Paris 07 SP, France: United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 
Citations as a proxy of scientific 
impact 
Quality 
Scientific 
impact 
Relevance 
Visibility 
Random 
factors 
Reputation 
Citations 
Source: Martijn S. Visser, (2012) Measuring UNL Research: The use and interpretation of bibliometric indicators, Lisbon, 29 June 2012  
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World Report 
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Subject Bubble Chart - US 
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Technology Management  
and Virtual Teams 
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Bibliometrics 
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SCOPUS - Analyze author output 
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SciVal - Elsevier Research Intelligence 
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DATA DRILL DOWN: CITATION TRENDS 
Users can view citation trends for any entity in the rankings list. For example, if 
the user clicks on the name CHINESE ACAD SCI:  
Source: MASSIMILIANO CARLONI (2014) THE NEW JCR, Journal Citation Reports on INCITES, Strategic Business Manager, Thomson Reuters 
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They will be taken to the Citation Trends Page for the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which 
shows a trend graph, normalized citation data, and raw citation data: 
 
DATA DRILL DOWN: CITATION TRENDS 
Source: MASSIMILIANO CARLONI (2014) THE NEW JCR, Journal Citation Reports on INCITES, Strategic Business Manager, Thomson Reuters 
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Practical Advice 
• Find out what’s Hot 
– http://info.scopus.com/topcited/ 
– http://top25.sciencedirect.com/ 
• Find the trends of the subject area   
– Search tips (including alerts) 
– Journals, authors, publications per year (Scopus) 
• Evaluate which journal is right for your article 
– Impact Factor 
– Subject Specific Impact Factor (http://tinyurl.com/scopusimpact) 
– SCImago Journal & Country Ranking (http://scimagojr.com/) 
– Journal Analyzer 
– h-Index 
• Find out more about the journals 
– Who are the editors? 
– Guide for authors 
– Article of the future 
http://beta.cell.com/erickson/  
 
 
IF 
Source: How To Get Your Article Published: From title to references, From submission to revision Presented by: Anthony Newman, Elsevier, Amsterdam, Birmingham, Nov. 2010 
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Your paper is worthless if no one reads, uses, or cites it 
A research study is meaningful only if… 
• it is clearly described, so 
• someone else can use it in his/her studies  
• it arouses other scientists’ interest and  
• allows others to reproduce the results.  
 
By submitting a manuscript you are basically trying to 
sell your work to your community…  
Source: How To Get Your Article Published: From title to references, From submission to revision Presented by: Anthony Newman, Elsevier, Amsterdam, Birmingham, Nov. 2010 
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861 downloads within 24 hours of the 
first tweet about a paper 
©2016-2017  Nader Ale Ebrahim 
861 downloads within 24 hours of the 
first tweet about a paper 
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• The paper was uploaded online late afternoon on 
Monday 26th March and was first tweeted to our 
followers the following day. The paper caught the interest 
of NCRM Twitter followers and within 24h it was 
retweeted 10 times to over 5000 followers and shared 
135 times using social sharing tools (email, 
microblogging, social bookmarking, social networking) 
available on NCRM website. This resulted in 861 
downloads within 24 hours of the first tweet about our 
paper. This was clearly a Twitter effect, as the paper was 
not publicised anywhere else at that time. 
How is the Altmetric score calculated? 
The score is a weighted count 
The score is derived from 
an automated algorithm, and 
represents a weighted count of 
the amount of attention we've 
picked up for a research output. 
Why is it weighted? To reflect the 
relative reach of each type of 
source. It's easy to imagine that 
the average newspaper story is 
more likely to bring attention to 
the research output than the 
average tweet. This is reflected 
in the default weightings:  
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News 8   
Blogs 5   
Twitter 1   
Facebook 0.25 
Sina Weibo 1   
Wikipedia 3 
Policy Documents (per source) 3 
Q&A 0.25 
F1000/Publons/Pubpeer 1 
YouTube 0.25   
Reddit/Pinterest 0.25   
LinkedIn 0.5 
Source: https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/articles/6000060969-how-is-the-altmetric-score-calculated- 
“Alternative Metrics"  Tools 
• Altmetric.com 
• Impactstory.org 
• Plumanalytics.com 
• PLoS Article-Level Metrics  
• Usage Count (webofknowledge.com) 
• Bookmetrix (http://www.bookmetrix.com) 
• Article Metrics in Scopus 
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Altmetrics 
• Altmetrics are new metrics proposed as alternatives to 
Impact Factor for journals and personal citation indexes 
like h-index. The term "article level metrics" was first put 
forward in 2010, but altmetrics (derived from "alternative 
metrics") become prevalent as it better suggested a 
range of new metrics. Altmetrics can be applied not only 
to articles but also to people, journals, books, data sets, 
web pages, etc. Many aspects of the impact of a work 
(such as article views, downloads, mentions in social 
media and new services) can be measured, as well as 
traditional citation counts. 
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Source: http://www.swansea.ac.uk/iss/researchsupport/metrics/altmetrics/ 
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11-05-2016 
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21-07-2016 
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PlumX Metrics 
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Public Library of Science (PLOS) 
Article-Level Metrics (ALMs) 
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Source: http://www.lagotto.io/plos/ 
Usage Count 
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Elsevier journals  
Top downloaded OA articles  
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Bookmetrix - Springer 
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Article Metrics in Scopus 
Effective strategies for increasing citation frequency 
(2013) International Education Studies, 6(11), pp. 93-99 
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Article Metrics in Scopus 
A comparison between two main academic literature collections: Web of science and SCOPUS databases 
(2013) Asian Social Science, 9(5), pp. 18-26 
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My recent publications 
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Questions? 
 
E-mail: aleebrahim@um.edu.my 
 
Twitter: @aleebrahim 
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